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Summary

This project produced a python script file that would automated the production of three

bivariate PDF maps, within ArcGIS Pro 2.7, showing Covid-19 vaccination provider locations

and Arizona county population densities. Additionally, the script also produced counts of

Covid-19 vaccination provider locations per county.

Purpose

I hoped to produce a series of maps that would aid in understanding Arizona’s Covid-19

vaccination response. I wanted these maps to be bivariate maps, to easily compare population

density to the amount of vaccination provider locations in each county. I wanted the script to

automate the extent of the map frame (zoomed into the desired county), to change the subtitles to

the desired county, and to produce a print date.

Geoprocessing Tasks

Using the Chapter 9 Demo Scripts, provided by Professor Jennings, as a jumping off

point, I started by importing arcpy, os, sys, traceback, and datetime, before using the

CUR_DATE code to format the date correctly.

My first step was to connect the script to my data and get access to the ArcGIS Pro file.

To do this I defined a production path to where my data was located, created a separate map path



to the folder the PDF maps were supposed to end up in at the end, and defined a full path to the

Pro project file.

With this done I needed to get a list of maps that contained layers. My pro file only had

one map and one layout, so that was easy. I defined a maplist and a layout as the map and layout

in my pro file. To round out my definitions I also defined the elements I planned on working

with later in the script, the mapframe and text elements.

With the definitions done with, I moved on to the actual map production by creating a for

loop for my list of layers. Within the for loop I used an indented if statement to select the desired

counties layer, followed by a query statement to find the correct county in the name field of the

counties layer. I then used select layer by attribute create a new selection with my layer and

query as well as defining my selection result to easily transfer to a print statement to inform me if

I had selected something successfully enough. The print statement printed out the number of

selected features using a str(result) to print a number.

The next step was to zoom into the selected county. I used mapframe.getLayerExtent to

get the extent to the selected county, then used mapframe.camera.setExtent to set the selected

county as the extent of my map frame.

I then created another for loop to work with my textual elements, defined as tElement

earlier. I created two indented if statements to change to subtitle to the county name, and the

print date to the current date.

With everything changed and selected for the map, I created a print statement to tell me I

was starting the exportation process. I used an if statement to search for an earlier version of the



map and delete it, before using layout.exportToPDF to print out the completed map to my

defined folder.

This process was repeated for the other two counties before I moved on to printing out

the vaccination counts.

For the vaccination counts I outdented to create another if statement, selecting the right

layer and creating a query for the correct county on the county field. I then used select layer by

attribute to make a new selection using the layer and the query, defined the result and created a

print statement that used a str to print out the number to my script shell. This process was

repeated for the other two counties, before I closed my original loop with an except block,

provided by professor Jennings.

Results

After some minor syntax errors, the code worked. I was able to successfully print out the

maps and get vaccine counts. It was clear that higher density counties had more vaccine sites,

which were then clustered in major cities.

Difficulties

The main difficulties I encountered was the order in which my print statements were

printed out to the shell. I could not figure out how to integrate the vaccination count block of

code within my map production without disappearing my first print statement letting me know I

had selected the map. This was solved by separating the map production and the vaccine count

comepelty, placing the vaccine count code block after all the map production was finished. Even

though this technically worked, the vaccine print statements somehow ended up before the map



production print statements in the shell, even though they were after in the actual code. I did not

experience many issues with the actual code, beyond minor syntax issues and indentation issues

that were easily solved with meticulous editing and just pure trial and error.

Other difficulties I encountered had more to do with the actual data I was working with.

The vaccine county field was riddled with errors, leading to an inaccurate final vaccine provider

count. I definitely learned that maps are only as good as the data used to create them. The data

also excluded vaccine sites I independently knew about, like those on reservation land. This

presents a problem in the usefulness of the maps I produced, because large parts of Arizona are

reservations (about one third of Arizona actually) and therefore excluded, making areas appear

underserved even though they might not be.


